Abstract -In this paper, we intend to study the synthesis of the say w(m), steered towards the three angles. Defining the multibeam arrays. The synthesis implementation's method for this corresponding scanning phase's vi = kd cospi, i = 1, 2, 3, type of arrays permits to approach the appropriated radiance's we have: amplitudes Al, A2, A3 represent the relative importance of the three beams. The corresponding array factor becomes:
The weights for such a multibeam array can be obtained by 0 = 1 ± w=2 superimposing the weights of a single broadside array, [4] 1-4244-0284-0/07/$20.OO ©2007 IEEE This minimum is realized at the beam angle closest to 
The artificial neuron networks (RNA) are the inspired mathematical models of the structure and the behaviour of -30 -------------biologic neural. They are composed of interconnected units E that we call formal or artificial neural capable to achieve -40 --------some particular functions. The RNA permits to approach nonlinear and high complex relations of complexity degrees. The training in this type of network, consist in a practice.
activities of entrance neurons as well as those of activities of We present entrance for the network and ask him to modify exit neurons. We examine the gap between the exit of the their attitudes to recover the corresponding exit [5, 6] .
network and the exit wished and we modify synaptic The algorithm consists at the first time to propagate weights of connections until the network produces a very entrances until we get one calculated exit by the network.
near exit from the desired one. The training by MATLAB is The second stage compares the calculated exit to the known supervised [6] . Linear functions and hyperbolic tangent, are real exit. We modify the synaptic weights then to have in affected to the hidden layer and the layer of exit the next iteration a minimum mistake committed between respectively. the calculated exit and known exit. We retro-propagate the The essential aim here [9] , is to find the best training that mistake committed until the layer of entrance then while permits to give a good model. modifying the weight.
Several tests are necessary. We have to act on parameters The expression of the new values of synaptic weight joining influencing on the training. These parameters are: neurons is given by the following relation [4] -Number of neurons in the hidden layer, -20
-o -------------------------------------------------------
-A neuron in the layer of entrance representing the level of lobes wanted. s0 90 100 120 140150 160 18o Quasi-Newton [5, 6] . This algorithm consists in presenting We are interested to the multibeam arrays, particularly to signal processing, multilayered structures and microwave integrated their modelling and optimization by neural network.
circuits.
The neural approach reduced the resolution time at the application phase or generalization. The precision of the model constructed depends on the data base of the training phase. However, multilayer neural networks present the inconvenience in time resolution due to the training phase and the absence of a general law to define the architecture of the network.
